A novel negative priming (NP) effect is reported in which serial recall for a sequence of visually presented digits was poorer if the same sequence was presented as an irrelevant auditory sequence on the previous trial (Experiments 1 and 2). The effect was enhanced when attention was divided between the to-be-repeated auditory sequence and the concurrent to-be-remembered (TBR) sequence (Experiment 3). When the TBR sequences were also presented auditorily, NP arose only when the repeated TBR sequence was in the same voice as the previous irrelevant sequence; a voice mismatch produced positive priming (Experiment 4). The results suggest that the order of auditory events is registered preattentively and that inhibition may be applied to the acoustic transitions between irrelevant events.
The ability to encode and retain the temporal order of incoming stimuli has long been recognized as playing a crucial role in many mental and motor activities (Ebbinghaus, 1902 (Ebbinghaus, /1964 Hirsh, 1959; Lashley, 1951 ; for an overview, see Crowder & Greene, 2000) . In the auditory domain, such a capacity has been implicated in the perception and production of both speech (Hirsh, 1959; Miller & Dexter, 1988) and music (Bigand, 1993; Winckel, 1967) and in language acquisition (e.g., Mandel, Nelson, & Jusczyk, 1996; Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & Barrueco, 1997) . There is by now ample evidence that the order of auditory events can be acquired implicitly (e.g., Cunningham, Healy, & Williams, 1984; Hebb, 1961; Kidd & Greenwald, 1988; Riedel & Burton, 2001) . However, in the present article we ask whether the order-encoding system (at least for auditory information) is sensitive to order information even when the sequential events are unattended. An affirmative answer to this question would have implications for a wide range of issues, including the extent to which unattended information is processed (Broadbent, 1958; Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Duncan, 1980 ; for overviews, see Driver, 2001; Pashler, 1998) , the way in which serial memory is disrupted by irrelevant sound (Jones, 1999) , the nature of serial short-term memory generally (see, e.g., Jones & Tremblay, 2000) , and the way in which mere exposure to speech might inform infants in the language acquisition process (Saffran et al., 1997) .
To date, the evidence with respect to the possibility of preattentive order encoding is somewhat mixed: Some lines of evidence, albeit indirect ones in most cases, suggest that order information is indeed registered preattentively (Cowan, Nugent, Elliot, & Saults, 2000; Jones & Macken, 1993; Jones, Madden, & Miles, 1992; Saffran et al., 1997; Tremblay & Jones, 1998) . However, a more direct test of this hypothesis failed to provide supporting evidence: Although Hebb (1961) found improved recall for a list of auditory to-be-recalled digits with repetition of that list (compared with recall of nonrepeated lists), Kidd and Greenwald (1988) failed to find such an effect when the to-be-repeated sequence was presented in an unattended channel.
The present study revisited the procedure of Kidd and Greenwald (1988) with the goal of seeking further and more direct evidence for preattentive order encoding. This procedure also permitted the study of whether negative priming (NP)-regarded by many authors to reflect an inhibitory attentional process applied to suppress competition from currently irrelevant information (e.g., Buchner & Steffens, 2001; Khurana, 2000; Lavie & Fox, 2000; Strayer & Grison, 1999; Tipper, 2001; Tipper & Cranston, 1985 ; but see MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; Milliken, Joordens, Merikle, & Seiffert, 1998 )-occurs with sequences of stimuli as well as isolated stimuli (see Cock, Berry, & Buchner, 2002) . We first discuss relevant findings from the literature on the Hebb effect.
dence that relatively long-lasting memory traces representing the order of the components of the sequence must have been formed. Importantly, subsequent checks have shown that this type of learning is not dependent on the participant becoming aware of the repetitions (McKelvie, 1987) , and the memory for the sequences can therefore be classed as implicit (Seger, 1994) . However, that such effects also occur when the to-be-repeated sequence is unattended has not, to our knowledge, yet been demonstrated. From some standpoints, this seems unlikely given that the Hebb effect appears to be dependent on the active rehearsal (but not necessarily recall) of the to-be-repeated list; the effect does not arise merely with repeated presentation or when the items are simply vocalized (Cunningham et al., 1984) . However, from other standpoints, the expectation seems reasonable. The purpose of Hebb's (1961) original study was to establish whether a memory trace for order information would "survive" despite the input of further information between repetitions of a sequence and despite a relatively long delay between repetitions. Thus, a memory trace could be formed for a sequence when it is merely attended (and indeed when it is unattended), but it may decay by the time the sequence is repeated and therefore produce no observable effect on recall.
To our knowledge, only one study has incorporated a condition in which a to-be-ignored sequence of auditory digits was repeated on the next trial as a to-be-remembered (TBR) sequence. Kidd and Greenwald (1988) presented two concurrent auditory sequences of nine digits arranged in different random orders, one spoken in a male voice, the other in a female voice, and both sequences were presented binaurally. No benefit to serial recall was found when a sequence spoken by the to-be-ignored voice was re-presented in the attended voice as a TBR sequence on the next trial, suggesting that no representation of the order of an auditory sequence is formed when it is unattended. However, although Kidd and Greenwald (1988) reported that the "difference in pitch and quality of the two voices was sufficient to allow subjects to easily attend to and understand either voice" (p. 263), it should not be assumed that the perception of an unattended sound is unaffected by the act of attending to another concurrent sound (Bregman, 1990) . That is, it is possible that the perception of each to-be-ignored digit was affected by the process of perceptually selecting the concurrent TBR digits in such a way as to thwart any priming potency the irrelevant sequence may otherwise have had.
Irrelevant Sound Effect
Indirect evidence that the order of auditory events has the potential to be registered preattentively within a setting similar to that used in Kidd and Greenwald's (1988) study comes from research examining the impact of irrelevant sound on serial recall. Specifically, it is well documented that background sound, which the participant is explicitly instructed to ignore, disrupts serial recall of visually presented lists by up to 30% to 50% compared with performance in a quiet control condition (Colle & Welsh, 1976; Ellermeier & Zimmer, 1997; Jones et al., 1992; LeCompte, 1995; Salamé & Baddeley, 1982 . On the basis of this body of work, it is now reasonably safe to assert that the crucial feature of sound that gives it its disruptive power is the presence of acoustical variation within the sound sequence (e.g., in timbre or pitch but not intensity; see , whereas the role of nonacoustic factors such as lexical, phonological, or semantic is minimal or nonexistent (Buchner, Irmen, & Erdfelder, 1996; Jones & Macken, 1995b; Jones, Miles, & Page, 1990; LeCompte & Shaibe, 1997) . More formally, the changing-state hypothesis predicts that a sound sequence will markedly disrupt serial recall if, and only if, there is a physical change between successive sounds (whether speech-based or nonspeech-based) making up the irrelevant sequence (Jones & Macken, 1993; Jones et al., 1992; Tremblay & Jones, 1998) .
It is argued that changing-state sound is endowed with disruptive power as a by-product of the perceptual organization of sound, that is, the way in which the perceptual system organizes the gross acoustical signal reaching the brain to correspond to the various environmental sources that have contributed to that signal (see Bregman, 1990; Jones, 1999) . A side effect of this process is that the perception of changes between successive events arising from the same source (a stream) serves as cues to the order of those events. A pivotal assumption in the changing-state account is that these rules of perceptual organization also apply to unattended sound and that unattended events are also therefore seriated (Jones, 1993; Macken, Tremblay, Houghton, & Jones, in press ; see also Bregman & Rudnicky, 1975) . On this account, the irrelevant sound effect arises as the result of a clash between two concurrent processes of seriation; the deliberate and attentionally demanding process of maintaining the order of the TBR items (i.e., rehearsing) is disturbed by the involuntary processing of the order of auditory events making up the unattended sound (Jones, Beaman, & Macken, 1996 ; for critical reviews of alternative accounts, see Jones, 1999; Jones & Tremblay, 2000) .
Several lines of evidence now converge to support this contention. First, the disruption of serial recall increases as the degree of acoustical change between events within a single stream increases. However, disruption is attenuated again if the differences between successive events making up the irrelevant sound are so large that the perceptual system partitions them into separate streams (so that information pertaining to their order is impoverished). Second, this modulation of the changing-state effect by the process of streaming has been shown whether the change between successive items is implemented through differences in pitch (Jones, Alford, Bridges, Tremblay, & Macken, 1999) , spatial location (Jones & Macken, 1995a; Jones, Saint-Aubin, & Tremblay, 1999) , and if temporal-based streaming is induced through manipulations of the rate of presentation of successive events (Macken et al., in press ). Third, the fact that it is primary tasks that call nominally for the processing of order (Beaman & Jones, 1997; Jones & Macken, 1993; Salamé & Baddeley, 1990) or in which serial processing is the most efficient strategy (Beaman & Jones, 1998; LeCompte, 1994; Richardson, 1984) that are most susceptible to disruption by changing-state sound lends further support to the notion that the disruption arises as the result of the concurrent processing of two sources of order information.
Of course, the changing-state account of the irrelevant sound effect, as well as any claims we might make regarding evidence for preattentive seriation in the present article, is based on the assumption that the irrelevant sound does not undergo attentional processing in the typical irrelevant sound setting. Although such an assumption may never be ultimately verifiable, several methodological and empirical points converge to suggest that it is a safe one to make. First, serial recall is a very demanding task, and so it is unlikely that participants could afford to let their attention wander to the irrelevant channel. Second, participants are never asked to report any aspect of the irrelevant material that minimizes the likelihood of attentional shifting. Third, the empirical evidence suggests that the irrelevant sound effect itself is not due to attentional processing of the irrelevant sound because of the following: (a) The sound has most impact when the attentional load as indexed by the degree of burden on rehearsal is at its highest and not at its lowest as would be expected if the irrelevant sound effect was due to attentional switching (Macken, Mosdell, & Jones, 1999) ; (b) the effect only occurs when the primary task involves seriation; if sound was having its impact through attentional capture, then tasks with a similar memory load but no seriation component should also be affected (see Jones & Macken, 1993) ; (c) if participants were attending to the irrelevant channel, then meaningful speech, a compelling type of information in other contexts, might be expected to be particularly disruptive of serial recall, but as noted earlier, adding meaning to the irrelevant sound has a minimal effect (LeCompte & Shaibe, 1997) , if any at all (Buchner et al., 1996; Jones et al., 1990) ; and (d) if attention was being paid to the irrelevant material (either through voluntary switching or involuntary capture by changes in the sound), then its effect on serial recall would be expected to habituate over the course of an experiment (based on the premise that a neural model of the irrelevant input would be fashioned progressively, serving to decrease the likelihood of attentional orienting over time; Cowan, 1995; Sokolov, 1963) . However, several studies have found that the size of the effect does not diminish over the course of an experiment (Hellbrück, Kuwano, & Namba, 1996; Jones, Macken, & Mosdell, 1997; Tremblay & Jones, 1998) , and other more direct tests of the attentional switching account of the changing-state sound effect (Cowan, 1995) have yielded results that contradict its predictions (Bridges & Jones, 1996; Tremblay & Jones, 1998) . Although no single factor on its own provides any guarantee that the irrelevant sequences receive no attentional processing whatsoever, the number and diversity of converging lines of evidence are strongly suggestive that the process of seriating the irrelevant sound elements, which gives rise to the irrelevant sound effect, is not mediated attentionally.
Present Study
Although compelling when considered together, the lines of evidence for preattentive seriation discussed earlier are somewhat indirect. The approach taken in the present study therefore was to conceptually replicate Kidd and Greenwald's (1988) procedure, but to circumvent the potential problem of perceptual masking, we presented the TBR digits in the visual modality and the concurrent to-be-ignored digits in the auditory modality (Experiments 1, 2, and 3). In one case, the TBR digits were auditory but were interleaved with the to-be-ignored digits so as to minimize the chance of sensory interference (Experiment 4). The general procedure was one of presenting sequences for recall that had previously been presented as to-be-ignored material. Recall on these trials would be compared with a baseline case in which the TBR sequence contained the same items as previously presented but in a different order. The test here, therefore, is not one of priming of the identity of the items but rather a test of priming for the specific order in which a just-encountered sequence of items was presented.
This methodology clearly resembles that found in the negative priming (NP) literature in which slowed reaction times (RTs) are observed for responding to a target in the presence of a distractor (the probe trial) when that target (or a related target) acted as the distractor on the previous trial (the prime trial) compared with when the target is unrelated to the previous distractor (e.g., Dalrymple-Alford & Budyar, 1966; MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; Milliken et al., 1998; Neill, 1977; Tipper, 1985; Tipper & Cranston, 1985) . The most influential account of this effect posits that selecting the target during the prime trial involves inhibiting the representation of the distractor from response output mechanisms so that when the inhibitory state associated with that representation is retrieved during the probe trial, the inhibition must be overcome, hence the RT delay Tipper, 2001) . However, alternative accounts of the effect have been proposed that deny a role for an inhibitory mechanism and emphasize the automatic retrieval processes operating during the second presentation of the target (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; Milliken et al., 1998; Neill & Mathis, 1998; Neill, Valdes, Terry, & Gorfein, 1992) .
Regardless of what accounts for the NP phenomenon (we return to discuss the various accounts in the Discussion section of Experiment 3), it is notable that there has only been one previous study that has demonstrated NP for the ordinal relationship between events as opposed to isolated events: In a serial reaction time task, Cock et al. (2002) found that the learning of the structure of a visuospatial sequence was impaired (i.e., negatively primed) if that same sequence had been presented as a to-be-ignored sequence during a previous phase in the experiment. On the basis of this result, Cock et al. (2002) argued that "people were able to learn about the sequential features of ignored events as well as about single events in isolation" (p. 44) and also favored an interpretation of the NP effect in terms of the inhibition of the ignored sequential information.
However, to obtain NP in the present context would still constitute a novel result given that the to-be-ignored sequence is auditory rather than visual and the dependent measure is serial recall performance and not RT to isolated stimuli (e.g., Tipper & Cranston, 1985) or to a sequence of events following a particular structure (Cock et al., 2002) . Indeed, few studies have examined NP in the auditory modality with the vast majority of NP studies using unimodal visual tasks. There is only one report of a crossmodal NP effect (Driver & Baylis, 1993) and only two involving unimodal auditory stimuli (Banks, Roberts, & Ciranni, 1995; Buchner & Steffens, 2001) . Specifically, Driver and Baylis (1993) found slowed RTs when participants were required to name isolated visual digits when the same digit had just been presented as an auditory distractor on the previous trial. Using purely auditory stimuli, Banks et al. (1995) found slower RTs for the shadowing of attended words when those words had recently been presented in a to-be-ignored speech stream. Similarly, in Buchner and Steffens's (2001) Experiment 1, slower RTs were found for categorizing a target tone as being produced by either a string or a wind instrument if that same tone had been presented as a distractor on the previous trial. In their Experiment 2, Buchner and Steffens found an increased probability of accepting a tone (A) as antecedent to another tone (B; which was in actual fact presented simultaneously with Tone A), when Tone A had just been presented as a distractor on the previous trial. The authors argued that this auditory illusion arose because of the inhibition of the tone during its presentation as a distractor (see ). In the present study then, given that the auditory sequences were to-be-ignored rather than to-be-attended sequences as is the case in the conventional Hebb effect, we predicted that the direction of the priming effect would be negative rather than positive (a possibility that Kidd and Greenwald, 1988 , did not consider).
Experiment 1
The aim of the first experiment was to demonstrate that an unattended sequence of auditory events has the power to negatively prime the serial recall of the same sequence subsequently presented visually. Specifically, participants were to recall, in strict serial order, a sequence of nine visually presented digits. On some trials, a to-be-ignored auditory sequence made up of the same set of nine digits but arranged in a different order was presented concurrently with the TBR visual sequence. As well as predicting that performance would be markedly worse in the presence of a to-be-ignored sequence than in quiet (the usual irrelevant sound effect), we predicted that performance would be further disrupted if the TBR digits were in the same order as they had been presented in the to-be-ignored auditory sequence on the previous trial.
Method Participants
Twenty-five undergraduate psychology students at Cardiff University, Cardiff, Wales, United Kingdom, all reporting normal or corrected-tonormal vision and normal hearing, participated in the experiment in return for course credit. All were native English speakers.
Apparatus and Materials
The TBR visually presented sequences were of nine items length and consisted of the digits 1-9 arranged in quasi-random order with the constraint that successive digits were not adjacent integers. Each item was presented sequentially in a 72-point Times font at the center of the screen of a Macintosh Performa using Psyscope 1.2.2 software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) . Each digit was presented for 350 ms, and the interstimulus interval (ISI; offset to onset) was 400 ms.
Irrelevant auditory sequences consisted of nine spoken words corresponding to the digits 1-9 arranged in a quasi-random order, again with the constraint that successive digits were not adjacent integers. The auditory digits were recorded in a female voice at an even pitch and were then digitally edited so that each digit lasted 250 ms. They were presented stereophonically over headphones at approximately 65 dB(A). The ISI (offset to onset) in the auditory sequence was 500 ms. In irrelevant speech trials the presentation of each visual digit was accompanied by the presentation of a different auditory digit (this also constrained the randomness of the irrelevant sequences as did the experimental design; see below). The onset of each auditory digit preceded that of the visual digit by 75 ms to produce approximate phenomenal simultaneity. An irrelevant speech trial therefore consisted of the "concurrent" presentation of a visual and auditory sequence both consisting of the digits 1-9 arranged in different quasi-random orders.
Design
A repeated measures design was used in which three factors were incorporated: Serial Position (nine levels), Accompaniment (at two levels; whether or not an irrelevant sequence was presented during the presentation of the TBR items), and Repetition (at two levels; whether or not the sequence of TBR items had just been presented in the same order as a to-be-ignored auditory sequence on the previous trial). The Accompaniment and Repetition factors were combined within the experiment by quasi-randomly arranging four trial types within a single block of trials. The four trial types (constituting the four main conditions) were as follows.
Accompanied-repetition trials. In this condition the TBR sequence was a repeat of the to-be-ignored sequence on the previous trial and the TBR sequence was also accompanied by a concurrent irrelevant sequence.
Accompanied-neutral trials. In this condition the TBR sequence was different from the to-be-ignored sequence on the previous trial (i.e., neutral as opposed to repeated) and the TBR sequence was also accompanied by a concurrent irrelevant sequence.
Quiet-repetition trials. In this condition the TBR sequence was a repeat of the to-be-ignored sequence on the previous trial and the TBR sequence was not accompanied by a concurrent irrelevant sequence.
Quiet-neutral trials. In this condition the TBR sequence was different from the to-be-ignored sequence on the previous trial and the TBR sequence was not accompanied by a concurrent irrelevant sequence. Figure 1 shows an example of how these trials were arranged within the experimental block. Note that to begin the block, and also following any quiet trial, "filler" trials had to be inserted that consisted of a concurrent visual and auditory sequence. These were necessary in order that the subsequent trial could function as one of the main four trial types described earlier. A further constraint on the arrangement of trials was that two repetition trials were not presented consecutively. The entire experimental Figure 1 . An example of how the four main trial types and filler trials were constructed and arranged in Experiment 1. The arrows illustrate the points at which repetitions occur; the dashed lines denote that no auditory items were presented on these trials; bold type indicates digit sequences repeated across trials. Vis ϭ visually presented items; Aud ϭ auditorily presented items; AR ϭ accompanied repetition; QN ϭ quiet neutral; AN ϭ accompanied neutral; QR ϭ quiet repetition. block consisted of 90 trials, with 15 of each main trial type and 30 filler trials.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a soundproof laboratory and were seated at a distance of approximately 0.5 m from the screen. Participants first read standard instructions that informed them of what the task involved, instructed them to ignore any speech they may hear through the headphones, and reassured them that they would not be asked anything about the auditory material. Participants were informed also that the trials would be presented at a preset pace: 50 ms following the offset of the last visual item, the screen flashed from white to black for 150 ms, which signaled to the participants they should begin to write out the list. From the offset of the screen flashing, there were 16.5 s before the presentation of the first item of the next TBR list. A 500-ms tone was presented over the headphones 13 s into the 16.5 s of "writing time" to signal to the participant that the presentation of the first item of the next sequence was imminent. Three practice trials consisting of a filler trial, a quiet-neutral trial, and an accompanied-neutral trial were given before the experimental trials. The experiment took 40 min.
Results
The raw recall data were scored according to a strict serial recall criterion (as were all experiments reported in this article): Each item in a recalled sequence was only scored as correct if it corresponded exactly to the item's position in the TBR sequence. Figure 2 shows the mean recall performance in the four main conditions. The first thing to note is that performance is far worse overall (regardless of the repetition manipulation) in the accompanied conditions than in the quiet conditions, thus replicating the basic irrelevant sound effect. With respect to the repetition manipulation, it is evident that in the accompanied conditions performance is seen to be markedly worse in the repeated condition than in the neutral condition. In the quiet conditions, however, there is, if anything, a slight trend for recall performance to be better in the repeated condition than in the neutral condition.
A three-way (9 ϫ 2 ϫ 2) repeated measures analysis of variance ( Further analyses examining the accompanied and quiet conditions separately confirmed that performance in the accompaniedrepetition condition was worse than in the accompanied-neutral condition, F(1, 24) ϭ 6.61, MSE ϭ 4.92, p Ͻ .02. However the trend toward positive priming in the quiet conditions did not reach significance ( p ϭ .34).
Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that the serial recall of a sequence of visual digits was significantly depressed when the same digits were presented in the same order in the to-be-ignored auditory sequence on the previous trial. However, this NP effect emerged only when the TBR sequence was accompanied by a further concurrent to-be-ignored auditory sequence; when the TBR was not accompanied by a further auditory sequence, a nonsignificant trend for positive priming was observed. To have obtained a priming effect of any kind suggests that some form of information from the unattended auditory sequence was registered during the concurrent presentation of the TBR visual sequence. Because in both the accompanied-neutral and accompanied-repetition conditions the identity of the preceding unattended items remained the same and differed only in their order, it seems that the priming must have been mediated by information pertaining to the order of the auditory items and not their content per se. As such, the results provide converging evidence that auditory events are seriated despite being unattended (Jones, 1999; Jones & Tremblay, 2000) .
Further, to have found NP in this context is particularly notable for several reasons. First, NP has been found for discrete stimuli such as pictures of objects (Tipper, 1985) , single letters (Tipper & Cranston, 1985) , single digits (Driver & Baylis, 1993) , single tones (Buchner & Steffens, 2001) , and single faces (Khurana, 2000) , to name a few, but only once for a particular relationship between two or more stimuli as was the case in Experiment 1 (Cock et al., 2002) . Second, the present finding appears also to be the first time NP has been observed through a difference in recall performance rather than differences in RT or speed-mediated errors. Recall errors may therefore constitute a different manifestation of the same mechanism(s) thought to underlie NP. Finally, the present finding is only the fourth to involve auditory stimuli (see Banks et al., 1995; Buchner & Steffens, 2001; Driver & Baylis, 1993) and only the second to demonstrate cross-modal NP (Driver & Baylis, 1993) .
It is interesting to note that the interaction between accompaniment and repetition obtained in Experiment 1 mirrors that which is found in the NP literature. Specifically, it has been found that when there is no distractor to ignore during the selection of the repeated stimulus (referred to as nonconflict probes in the conventional NP literature), no NP is obtained and sometimes positive priming is obtained instead (e.g., Allport, Tipper, & Chmiel, 1985; Tipper & Cranston, 1985 ; see also Milliken et al., 1998; Milliken, Lupianez, Debner, & Abello, 1999) . This suggests that the present effect and more conventional RT-based NP effects may indeed share a common underlying mechanism (a possibility we address more directly in Experiment 3). However, before speculating any further as to the nature of the underlying mechanism(s) involved (particularly given the novelty of the effect), in Experiment 2 we aimed primarily to replicate the effect but also attempted to produce a larger effect in terms of magnitude.
Experiment 2
With the goal of producing a stronger negative order-repetition priming effect in addition to a simple replication, in Experiment 2 we manipulated the number of times a subset of the TBR sequence was presented within the previous auditory sequence. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 3 , the TBR digits at positions 2 to 5 on Trial n were presented either twice (Previous Dose: Low) or four times (Previous Dose: High) within the auditory sequence on Trial n -1.
An initial prediction was that a cost to serial recall would be observed when the accompanying irrelevant sequence contained 16 items as opposed to just 8 items, regardless of the dose of irrelevant items on the previous trial and regardless of the crosstrial repetition manipulation. Such an effect would constitute a replication of the word-dose effect observed by Bridges and Jones (1996) whereby more disruption is produced when the number of words in the irrelevant sequence is increased. They argued that the higher dose contains more changing-state information, and thus more order cues are formed to corrupt the process of rehearsing the TBR items. With respect to the repetition manipulation, it might be expected that presenting the to-be-repeated sequence twice before its appearance as the TBR list would yield a larger NP effect than was seen in Experiment 1. Similarly, when the dose of the sequence is doubled to four repetitions, the magnitude of the NP effect may be increased still further. It might also be expected that the effect would predominantly manifest itself at serial positions 2 to 5, given that is it the order of the items in these positions that would have just been encountered on the previous trial.
Method Participants
Thirty-six undergraduate students at Cardiff University, all reporting normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing, participated in the experiment in return for course credit or a small honorarium. All were native English speakers.
Apparatus and Materials
These were the same as those used in Experiment 1 except for the following changes: The TBR visual sequences consisted of eight digits chosen randomly from the nine-item set 1-9 (having eight rather than nine TBR items allowed a simple solution to the problem of how to co-present the to-be-repeated four-digit auditory sequence along with the eight visual digits). The four-digit irrelevant sequence was made up of four digits chosen randomly from the set 1-9. This four-digit sequence was presented either twice (Accompanying Dose: Low) or four times (Accompanying Dose: High) during the presentation of the eight visual TBR digits. The relative timing of visual and auditory digit presentation in the low dose condition was the same as in Experiment 1; the onset of the auditory digit preceded that of the visual digit by 75 ms. In the Accompanying Dose: High condition, the timing between the auditory and visual digits was such that two auditory digits temporally flanked the presentation of each visual digit. Thus the ISI (offset to onset) for the auditory digits was 125 ms in this condition. Care was taken to ensure that TBR lists did not contain any of the immediately successive item-item associations contained in the accompanying auditory sequence and that, for the neutral trial types (Trial Types 2, 4, 6, and 8 in Figure 4 ), the TBR lists did not contain any of the immediately successive associations contained in the previous auditory sequence. As in Experiment 1, no two repetition trials were presented in succession.
Design
A repeated measures design was used with four factors. The four factors in Experiment 2 were Serial Position (eight levels), Repetition (two levels), Previous Dose (two levels), and Accompanying Dose (two levels). (The Accompaniment factor manipulated in Experiment 1 was not incorporated into this experiment because we did not obtain NP in the quiet conditions and one of the main goals of Experiment 2 was to produce a larger NP effect.) The Previous Dose factor refers to the manipulation illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b . The Accompanying Dose factor refers to the dose (again low or high) of the irrelevant sequence presented concurrently with the TBR sequence. These four factors were factorially combined in an 8 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 design within a single block of trials by presenting eight trial types in a fixed order in a repeating loop. Figure 4 illustrates the eight trial types and how they were ordered so as to create this eight trial-type loop. The eight trial types or conditions are labeled according to three pieces of information relating to the Repetition, Previous Dose, and Accompanying Dose factors, respectively: (a) whether the TBR list contains a repeat (R) of the sequence presented on the previous trial or does not (N; neutral), (b) the dose of the irrelevant sequence presented on the previous trial (Previous Figure 4 . A schematic illustration of the eight trial-type loop used in Experiment 2. The arrows on the right of the figure indicate the points at which four-digit sequence repetitions occur; the arrow on the left indicates that the eighth trial is followed by Trial Type 1 and so on in a continuous loop for the duration of the experiment; bold type indicates digit sequences repeated across trials. Vis ϭ visually presented items; Aud ϭ auditorily presented items; R/Prev ϭ repetition/previous dose; Acc ϭ accompanying dose; N/Prev ϭ neutral/previous dose. Dose: Low or High), and (c) the dose of the irrelevant sequence accompanying (i.e., presented concurrently with) the TBR list (Accompanying Dose: Low or High). Thus, the label for Trial Type 1, for example, R/Previous Dose: Low/Accompanying Dose: High indicates that on this trial the TBR list contains a repeat (R) of the four-digit auditory sequence presented twice on the previous trial (Previous Dose: Low) and this TBR list was accompanied by an irrelevant sequence presented four times (Accompanying Dose: High). Note that one filler trial was required to start the block of trials; from there on, the eighth trial type looped to Trial Type 1 again. The experimental block consisted of 64 trials in all (8 ϫ 8 trial types; i.e., the eight-trial loop presented eight times).
Procedure
The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 except that two practice trials, consisting of a Trial Type 8 and a Trial Type 6 (see Figure 4) , were given before the experimental block proper. The experiment took 30 min. Figure 5 shows the mean percentage of items correctly recalled in the repeated and neutral conditions regardless of the Accompanying Dose and Previous Dose factors. Overall, performance is seen to be worse in the repeated than in the neutral condition. A four-way (8 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of serial position, F(7, 287) ϭ 55.02, MSE ϭ 6.11, p Ͻ .0001, and of accompanying dose, F(1, 35) ϭ 13.11, MSE ϭ 3.20, p Ͻ .001, with performance being significantly worse in the high dose condition, hence replicating Bridges and Jones's (1996) dose effect. The effect of repetition was also significant when all serial positions were included in the analysis, F(1, 35) ϭ 3.15, MSE ϭ 3.14, p Ͻ .05. The repetition effect was also marginally significant when only serial positions 2 to 5 were included, F(1, 35) ϭ 2.57, MSE ϭ 2.80, p Ͻ .06.
Results
There was no effect of previous dose (F Ͻ 1) nor an interaction between previous dose and repetition, indicating that the NP effect was not larger in the Previous Dose: High condition. In fact, despite the nonsignificant interaction term, it is evident from Figure 6 that the NP effect was more compelling in the Previous Dose: Low condition, at least across early serial positions (including three of the four positions in which the TBR items were repeated from the previous irrelevant auditory sequence; positions 2 to 4 but not 5) than in the Previous Dose: High condition. Indeed, further analyses confirmed that the NP effect was reliable in the Previous Dose: Low condition, F(1, 35) ϭ 3.26, MSE ϭ 1.15, p Ͻ .04, but not in the Previous Dose: High condition (F Ͻ 1), and that within the Previous Dose: Low condition there was an interaction between repetition and serial position, F(7, 245) ϭ 2.04, MSE ϭ 0.58, p Ͻ .03, reflecting the fact that the effect was more evident for the early portion of the serial position curve.
Discussion
The objective of Experiment 2 to produce a larger NP effect failed, although the negative order-repetition priming effect was replicated at least when all serial positions were included in the analysis. Moreover, contrary to our prediction that the NP effect might be stronger in the Previous Dose: High condition than in the Previous Dose: Low condition, the effect was only reliable in the latter condition. In line with our predictions, however, within the Previous Dose: Low condition, the effect emerged only for the early portion of the serial position curve, which corresponds for the most part to the portion in which the TBR items were a repetition of the previous auditory sequence (positions 2 to 5).
One possibility we failed to consider beforehand is that the NP effect may have been weakened or blocked in the Previous Dose: High condition because of the radical change in timing across the two presentations of the critical subsequence in this condition. It has been shown, for example, that the Hebb effect emerges only if the temporal grouping of items remains constant across presentations of the critical list (e.g., Bower & Winzens, 1969; Stadler, 1993; see also Stadler, 1995) . Moreover, there is evidence from conventional NP tasks that when there is a contextual overlap between prime and probe displays-conditions that promote automatic retrieval of the prime processing episode-the NP effect is more likely to be observed (e.g., Fox & de Fockert, 1998; Neill, 1997; Tipper, 2001 ). However, a recent account of NP posits that this latter generalization must be qualified such that in conditions in which a particular dimension of the prime display serves as the selection cue (e.g., color: "name the red object, ignore the green object"; see, e.g., Tipper & Cranston, 1985) , then a mismatch on this dimension from prime to probe (e.g., "the target is red on the probe having served as a green distractor during the prime") is actually a critical determinant of NP (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; we return to discuss the implications of this account for the present NP effect following Experiment 3). In the case of Experiment 2, however, given that the temporal relationship between successive items in the to-be-selected and to-be-ignored sequences did not serve as the selection cue (rather, the selection cue was sensory modality; see later), it is plausible that the mismatch in terms of the temporal properties of the critical sequence between prime and probe trials in the Previous Dose: High condition served to attenuate the NP effect in this condition.
The proposed role played by prime-probe contextual similarity in both Experiment 1 (in terms of whether there was further irrelevant material to ignore during the second presentation of the critical sequence) and Experiment 2 (in terms of whether there was an overlap in terms of the temporal relationship between events across the two presentations of the repeated sequence) tends to suggest that the present NP and more conventional instances of NP may share a similar underlying mechanism. However, before considering which account of NP may be most readily applied to account for the present effects, in Experiment 3 we examined whether attentional processing of the irrelevant material-a factor that has been found to strongly enhance the conventional NP effect (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; MacDonald, Joordens, & Seergobin, 1999 )-exerts a similar impact in the present context. If this were found to be the case, we could be more confident that the present effect is similar in source to the classical NP effect.
Experiment 3
It has been found that the NP effect is increased when the distractors receive some attentional processing during the prime trial. For example, MacDonald et al. (1999) used a variant of the NP task called the referent size-selection task in which participants are required to name the smaller creature in a prime display such as GOAT-MOUSE. In contrast to the original, this version of the task clearly forces the participant to attend to both stimuli before a selection is possible. MacDonald et al. found that when the word that was not selected (i.e., GOAT) was presented as the target on the following trial, an RT cost of around 80 -100 ms was obtained, a considerable enhancement of the typical NP effect found in tasks in which it is assumed that the distractors are not attended.
To examine whether a similar enhancement could be obtained in the present context, in Experiment 3 we contrived a situation in which participants would have to divide their attention between the TBR visual items and the "irrelevant" auditory events (we place the word irrelevant in quotation marks here because they are no longer to be fully ignored as in Experiment 1 but are nevertheless irrelevant to the task of recalling the TBR items). Specifically, we replicated the procedure of Experiment 1 except that on this occasion, as a secondary task, participants were required to detect and identify a single spoken consonant that would be presented among the auditory digit sequence on a small minority of trials. Participants would not know in advance which trials would contain a consonant and so would have to divide their attention between the TBR visual items and the "irrelevant" sequence on every trial. Moreover, using this design, we could easily check whether participants had actually been dividing their attention as instructed. Thus the aim this time was not to produce a larger preattentively mediated NP effect as was the case in Experiment 2 but rather to examine whether the NP effect would be larger if the irrelevant material received attentional processing.
Method Participants
Twenty-three undergraduate psychology students at Cardiff University, all reporting normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing, participated in the experiment in return for course credit. All were native English speakers. None had participated in Experiment 1.
Apparatus and Materials
These were the same as those used in Experiment 1 except for the following details: The number of TBR items was kept at eight as in Experiment 2 (which were still chosen pseudorandomly for each trial from the digit set 1-9). This was done so as to minimize the possibility of obtaining a floor effect in this experiment given that the participants' attention would be divided between the TBR visual items and the "irrelevant" auditory events. On 12 of the 90 trials making up the experiment (see Design section below for details), a consonant was presented in place of one of the auditory digits in the irrelevant sequence (referred to from now on as with-consonant trials). The 12 consonants used were F, B, K, D, M, L, S, G, J, X, T, and Q (presented in this order across the experimental block). A new set of auditory digits and the new consonant stimuli were recorded in a female voice at an approximately monotone pitch and were all edited so as to last 250 ms (as in Experiment 1). Which serial position the consonant would occupy was determined randomly for each withconsonant trial. All other aspects of the stimuli and their presentation were identical to Experiment 1.
Design
The design was identical to Experiment 1 except on this occasion 12 of the 90 trials making up the experimental block were with-consonant trials. These trials would then be eliminated from the analysis. Moreover, given the cross-trial nature of the experimental manipulation used in this design, any trial immediately following a with-consonant trial would also be eliminated from the analysis. The 12 with-consonant trials were distributed pseudorandomly across the experimental block with the constraint that 11 trials in each of the main conditions would remain valid. Three practice trials were given before the experimental block, the second one of which was a with-consonant trial.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiment 1 except that participants were told that a consonant (a different one each time) would be presented somewhere among the "irrelevant" auditory sequence on some trials. Participants were not told how many with-consonant trials there would be nor what the consonants were. They were told that they would therefore have to divide their attention on each and every trial. Each time they heard a consonant, participants were to wait until the screen flashed following the last TBR item and write down the consonant before writing out the visually presented list in strict serial order. The experiment took 45 min.
Results
A check was first done that participants had been monitoring the "irrelevant" sequences as instructed. The mean number of consonants detected (but not necessarily identified correctly) out of a possible 12 was 11.52 (SD ϭ 1.04), and the mean number that was also identified correctly was 11.22 (SD ϭ 1.04). This high level of performance suggests that participants had indeed been dividing their attention. The data for all with-consonant trials and all trials immediately following with-consonant trials were then eliminated from the analysis. Figure 7 shows the mean recall performance in the four main conditions: accompanied neutral, accompanied repetition, quiet neutral, and quiet repetition. It is evident that performance was worse in the repeated than in the neutral condition when contrasting the two accompanied conditions and when contrasting the two quiet conditions. A three-way (8 ϫ 2 ϫ 2) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine whether the differences evident from inspection of Figure 7 were statistically reliable. The analysis revealed main effects of accompaniment, F (1, 22) 
Discussion
In Experiment 3 it was found that the recall of a sequence of visual digits was poorer if it was the same as the "irrelevant" but to-be-monitored auditory sequence presented on the previous trial.
This effect was clearly more robust than in Experiment 1, and in contrast to that experiment the negative order-repetition priming effect was also evident when comparing performance in the quiet conditions as well as that in the accompanied conditions. That a factor that enhances the conventional NP effect, namely attentional processing of the distractors, also enhanced the present effect, coupled with the evidence from Experiments 1 and 2 that primeprobe contextual similarity may play a modulating role in whether the effect is observed, suggests that a similar mechanism may underlie the present negative order-repetition effect and the classical NP effect. We turn therefore to describe briefly three primary accounts of NP and consider whether the basic mechanism each espouses could plausibly be applied to explain the present effects. 
Distractor Inhibition
The most influential account of NP has been the distractorinhibition account Tipper, 2001; Tipper & Cranston, 1985) . Essentially, this account posits that attentional selection is a dual mechanism involving the boosting of the processing of selected material and the blocking of activated but unselected representations from response mechanisms. Thus, the 1 The temporal discrimination account (Milliken et al., 1998) is not considered here because its "speed of processing" (see Logan, 1988) approach to the phenomenon tends to constrain its applicability to RTbased NP, and it is unclear at this point how it might be adapted to account for an NP effect indexed in terms of serial recall errors. The other accounts, however, seem to be more readily adaptable. RT cost that typically defines NP is the result of having to overcome this blockage when the inhibitory state associated with the previously irrelevant representation is subsequently retrieved during the next trial (Tipper, 2001) .
It has been argued, however, that NP cannot be the result of an attentional selection mechanism because selection during the prime display is not necessary to produce the effect (Milliken et al., 1998) . However, Tipper (2001) pointed out that such a finding does not in fact refute the inhibition account, and indeed many authors have continued to interpret NP effects in terms of an inhibition account (e.g., Buchner & Steffens, 2001; Fuentes, Humphreys, Agis, Carmona, & Catena, 1998; Khurana, 2000; Lavie & Fox, 2000; Strayer & Grison, 1999) . Assuming then that inhibition does play a role in NP (Buchner & Steffens, 2001; Tipper, 2001) , it could be speculated that in the present context the process whereby information pertaining to the order of the auditory events would otherwise be linked to output systems was inhibited.
There are two ways in which the inhibition account can explain the absence of priming (or sometimes the reversal of the direction of priming) evident when there are no distractors on the probe trial ("nonconflict probes") as was observed in Experiment 1 (e.g., Allport et al., 1985; Milliken et al., 1998 Milliken et al., , 1999 Tipper & Cranston, 1985) . The first is that when there is further material to ignore during the probe, the inhibitory mechanism stays engaged so as to inhibit the competition from that irrelevant material, whereas when there is no further irrelevant material, the participant's "selection state," including the inhibitory block, can be relinquished thereby allowing the release of previously inhibited representations to response mechanisms (Tipper & Cranston, 1985) . With respect to the results of Experiment 1, we might speculate that when there was no further sequence of irrelevant auditory digits to ignore, the inhibitory mechanism was disengaged, hence the order information registered during the previous trial is no longer in an inhibited state and can therefore facilitate (or at least not hinder) recall.
The second possibility is that the contextual change from prime to probe, as in the Previous Dose: High condition in Experiment 2, demotes the likelihood during the probe of retrieving the prime processing episode (see, e.g., Neill, 1997) . To the extent that the prime processing episode involves inhibiting the irrelevant information (the order of the irrelevant auditory events in this case), this inhibitory state may not be retrieved when prime and probe contexts differ (Tipper, 2001) .
The enhanced NP effects typically found when the distractors receive attentional processing (such as was replicated in Experiment 3) are accommodated within the inhibition account by assuming that the more extensive the processing of the "irrelevant" events the more they require inhibiting (Tipper, 2001 ). This is not to say that in those NP studies in which, nominally, distractors are to be ignored (including the present Experiments 1 and 2), the distractors must be receiving some attentional processing. Rather, when distractors are irrelevant and do not need to be attended, they require less inhibiting and therefore the NP effect is less pronounced.
But why did the reversal of priming observed in the quiet conditions in Experiment 1 not occur in the corresponding conditions in Experiment 3 in which the "irrelevant" material received some attentional processing? On the disengagement of a selection state hypothesis, one possibility is that if the "irrelevant" events received stronger inhibitory feedback in this case, then even if the inhibition mechanism was disengaged, it may be more difficult to release the information from this strongly inhibited state, hence NP may still arise. However, it is unclear how the contextual dissimilarity hypothesis could account for this disparity between the results of Experiments 1 and 3. In sum, the inhibition account seems to provide a plausible explanation for the pattern of results obtained across Experiments 1 to 3, although only one hypothesis regarding the reversal of the direction of priming for nonconflict probes seems to provide an explanation for the lack of this reversal observed in Experiment 3.
Episodic Retrieval
Generally speaking, other accounts of NP have explained the effect by emphasizing the automatic retrieval processes occurring during the second presentation of the critical stimulus rather than an inhibitory selection process operating during its initial presentation. The episodic trace retrieval account (Neill, 1997; Neill et al., 1992) , for example, holds that there is a conflict between the requirement to respond to a stimulus and an automatically retrieved episodic memory of the stimulus recently being associated with an "ignore-me tag." The main line of evidence for this account is that conditions that make it more likely that the previous processing episode is retrieved induce more robust NP effects (for a critical discussion, see May, Kane, & Hasher, 1995) . On this account, then, the NP effect found in Experiment 1 might be explained by supposing that the re-presentation of a just-ignored sequence automatically evoked episodic memories associating the representations of the ordinal relationships between the events in the previous irrelevant stream with to-be-ignored tags. In turn, the incongruence between this information and the requirement to use the same (now task-relevant) order cues caused the disruption to recall. As with the inhibition account, this account could explain the trend toward a reversal of the effect in the quiet conditions in Experiment 1, and the fact the NP effect was not reliable in the Previous Dose: High condition in Experiment 2, by appealing to the contextual dissimilarity across the repetition of the critical sequence in these conditions. However, as noted earlier, appealing to the contextual dissimilarity hypothesis (even if coupled with an inhibitory component) does not provide an explanation for the NP effect in the quiet conditions in Experiment 3.
Although the episodic retrieval account appears to provide an adequate account of most of the effects observed across Experiments 1 to 3, it has been pointed out recently that the episodic retrieval and inhibition approaches need not necessarily be seen as antithetical to one another as it first seemed (Tipper, 2001) . It has always been assumed within the inhibition account that NP is necessarily a bidirectional effect. That is, the re-presentation of a just-ignored stimulus is assumed to automatically evoke a representation that is in an inhibited state. Thus, as we have already suggested, the inhibition account would also predict that conditions that promote the retrieval of the prior processing episode are more likely to produce an NP effect. Where the episodic retrieval departs from the inhibition account is that the former does not posit that the representation is subject to inhibition during the prime; the crucial factor is simply the change in the stimulus status from a to-be-ignored to a to-be-selected stimulus across from the prime to probe displays. However, it has been argued that in so doing, the episodic retrieval account underspecifies the processes involved during the initial encounter with the to-be-repeated stimulus. Moreover, the use of rather high-level abstract labels such as "respond to me" or "ignore me" tends to invite the creation of new labels to fit any observed data, thus rendering the account irrefutable. At the same time, however, it is becoming apparent that retrieval processes cannot be ignored in a complete account of NP (for a full discussion, see Tipper, 2001 ).
Selection-Feature Mismatch
Finally, the selection-feature mismatch account (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; MacDonald et al., 1999) -an extension of Park and Kanwisher's (1994) perceptual mismatch account-proposes that NP is the result of a conflict arising from the fact that the target on the probe mismatches its presentation on the prime trial in terms of the selection feature. For example, in a typical prime display, two letters might be presented (say a red "A" and a green "B") and the selection dimension would be color; that is, "name the red letter and ignore the green one." According to this account, NP arises on the probe in the critical repetition condition because the target letter "B" would now appear in red, and it is the retrieval of mismatching information from the prime (the "B" had just appeared in green) that causes conflict and delays response to the target (see, e.g., MacCleod, Chiappe & Fox, 2002) .
However, the most consistent evidence for this account has come from the referent size-selection task described earlier (MacDonald et al., 1999) , whereas in the standard NP literature, there are results that are inconsistent with the strongest position that the selection-feature mismatch is a necessary condition for the NP effect (Buchner & Steffens, 2001; Tipper & Cranston, 1985; Tipper, Weaver, & Milliken, 1995; but see MacDonald & Joordens, 2000 , for possible reasons for some of these discrepancies). To reiterate, the referent sizeselection task involves presenting a display such as MOUSE-GOAT for the prime, and the selection criterion is size; that is, the participant is cued to "name the larger creature," thus GOAT is selected and MOUSE is irrelevant. Within the critical repetition condition (i.e., in which the previous irrelevant stimulus then becomes the target), a probe mismatch condition is created by presenting the probe display MOUSE-FLY and providing the same selection criterion cue, that is, "name the larger creature." In this case, NP is observed but only because MOUSE changes from being the smaller creature on the prime display to being the larger creature on the probe display. Thus, if MOUSE-HORSE is presented on the probe trial and the selection-criterion cue is changed to "name the smaller creature," no NP is observed because the correct response (i.e., mouse) this time matches its relative size across prime and probe.
To apply this account to the present effect, it could be supposed that a conflict occurred because the successive presentations of the repeated sequence crossed sensory modalities. That is, the association between the target sequence and its visual mode of presentation may have conflicted with the retrieval of an association between that same sequence and its auditory mode of presentation during the previous trial. This account could also appeal to the contextual dissimilarity between prime and probe to account for the trend for positive priming in the quiet conditions in Experiment 1 and the absence of a reliable NP effect in the Previous Dose: High condition in Experiment 3. But as noted previously, on the contextual dissimilarity hypothesis, NP would not have been expected in the quiet conditions in Experiment 3. It has been argued that an alternative explanation for the absence or reversal of NP for nonconflict probes on this account is that on such trials no selection has to be made, and therefore no selection-feature mismatch can occur (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000) . However, although this no-mismatch hypothesis would predict the reversal of the effect in Experiment 1, given that Experiment 3 differed from Experiment 1 only in terms of whether the irrelevant sequences received some attentional processing, it cannot explain why NP arose in the quiet conditions in this experiment.
Moreover, as we noted earlier, in the referent size-selection procedure (MacDonald et al., 1999) , the irrelevant item can only be deemed as such once it has been attended and such attentional processing of the irrelevant material clearly magnifies the effect (e.g., MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; present Experiment 3). However, it has not been made explicit on this account whether attentional processing of the distractors is a necessary precondition for NP to be observed even in the standard NP procedure. If this is the case, then the finding of NP effects in Experiments 1 and 2 goes against the viability of an explanation of the effects in terms of a selection-feature mismatch account (so long as the assumption that the irrelevant sound does not undergo attentional processing is accepted). However, it is possible on this account that attention to distractors is not necessary for NP but simply makes the effect more likely (as on the inhibition account). If so, with the exception of the NP effect observed in the quiet conditions in Experiment 3, the selection-feature mismatch account provides a plausible explanation for the present findings.
By definition, however, the selection-feature mismatch makes the unique prediction that NP will be evident when there is a mismatch between the target and its previous presentation as a distractor in terms of the selection feature but not when there is a match (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000) . The inhibition account, in contrast, predicts NP in both cases. Thus, a crucial test of which of these accounts is most appropriate in the present context would involve manipulating whether or not the target sequence matches its presentation as a distractor sequence on the previous trial in terms of the selection feature. Experiment 4 was designed to provide this critical test.
Experiment 4
In Experiment 4 a unimodal auditory version of the task used in Experiment 1 was used in which participants were required to recall eight auditory digits presented in one voice while ignoring eight auditory digits presented concurrently in a different voice (see Nicholls & Jones, 2002 , for an irrelevant changing-state sound effect with auditory TBR items). Thus, the task is similar to Kidd and Greenwald's (1988) study described earlier, except in the present case we interleaved the presentation of the to-be-selected and to-be-ignored digits so as to avoid the possibility of their mutually masking each other perceptually (see Nicholls & Jones, 2002) .
The four main conditions included in both Experiments 1 and 3 (quiet neutral, quiet repetition, accompanied neutral, and accompanied repetition) were incorporated again, but this time half of the trials in each of these conditions were voice-match trials and half were voice-mismatch trials. That is, the target sequence was pre-sented either in the same voice as the distractor sequence presented on the previous trial (match trials) or in a different voice (mismatch trials). If the NP effects found in Experiments 1 and 2 were due to the fact that the successive presentation of a repeated sequence crossed sensory modalities (as the selection-feature mismatch account would hold), then in Experiment 4, NP should only arise when a repeated sequence changed in voice across the two trials. In contrast, if the effect was due to inhibition of the distractor sequence, NP should be obtained in the repeated conditions regardless of whether there was a switch in voice. Moreover, given that no NP (and some trend toward positive priming) was observed in the quiet conditions in Experiment 1, the same trend should be evident again from this experiment. However, there is no theoretical basis at present on which to make any specific predictions as to what effect, if any, the voice relationship factor might have on performance in the quiet conditions.
Method Participants
Sixteen psychology students at Cardiff University, all reporting normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing, participated in the experiment in return for course credit. All were native English speakers. None had participated in Experiments 1-3.
Apparatus and Materials
The TBR sequences were auditorily presented and could be conveyed in either a female or a male voice. In both cases, a TBR sequence comprised eight digits chosen pseudorandomly without replacement from the set 1-9 with the constraint that there were no adjacent integers. For the female digits, those used as irrelevant digits in Experiments 1 and 2 were used. In addition, a new set of digits spoken in a male voice was recorded, and each one was edited so as to last 250 ms. Also, the consonants M (for male) and F (for female) were recorded in the same voices (the male and female voice, respectively) that would convey the digit sequences. These were also edited to last 250 ms and were presented 1,100 ms following the offset of the tone, which signaled that the next trial was about to begin. The identity of the cue informed participants as to which voice was to be attended for that particular trial. The ISI between the cue and the first stimulus in the trial proper was 1,650 ms. The same digits that made up the TBR sequences were also used to provide the irrelevant auditory sequences, depending on the experimental condition (see Design section below). The ISI within the sequences (whether they were presented as relevant or irrelevant sequences) was 500 ms (as was the case for the irrelevant sequences in Experiments 1-3). Thus the ISI between events across TBR and irrelevant sequences was 125 ms.
Design
In this experiment, the TBR auditory digits (presented in one voice) were interleaved with irrelevant auditory digits (presented in the other voice). As well as the within-sequence constraints (see above), care was taken also to ensure that adjacent digits across the two sequences did not have the same identity and consecutive digits across sequences were not increments of one value (e.g., a TBR female digit "4" could not be adjacent to the irrelevant male digit "4" nor be followed by the male digit "5").
The four main conditions used in Experiment 1 were used again in the present experiment. For half of the trials in each of the four main conditions (quiet neutral, quiet repetition, accompanied neutral, and accompanied repetition), the TBR sequence was presented in a male voice, whereas for the other half it was presented in a female voice. Again, filler trials were inserted following any quiet trials. Participants were cued by the auditory presentation of the letter M or F to signify which voice would convey the TBR sequence on that given trial. Further, for the accompanied trials, whichever voice conveyed the TBR sequences, irrelevant auditory digits conveyed in the other voice would be interleaved with the TBR digits.
The critical additional manipulation for this experiment, which we term the Voice Relationship factor, was that for half of the trials in each of the four conditions, the voice that conveyed the TBR sequence would be the same as that which conveyed the irrelevant sequence on the previous trial (voice-match condition), whereas for the other half of trials the TBR sequence would be in a different voice to that which conveyed the irrelevant sequence on the previous trial (voice-mismatch condition). Moreover, across the Repetition and Voice Relationship factors, we fully counterbalanced sequence arrangement and sequence arrangement relationship. The first refers to the fact that which sequence (TBR or irrelevant) began a trial (i.e., whether the first digit presented was a TBR digit or an irrelevant digit) was counterbalanced, and the second refers to whether or not there was a match in sequence arrangement across successive trials, that is, whether the TBR sequence had the same status (starting the trial or not) across trials (for accompanied trials). For quiet trials this simply involved ensuring that the irrelevant sequence on the previous trial could equally likely have started that trial or followed the first TBR digit.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1 except that participants were told to listen for the cue (M or F) informing them before each trial which voice would convey the TBR digits for that trial and that the other voice should be ignored. The experimental block consisted of 99 trials in all, with 8 trials in each of the 2 (accompaniment) ϫ 2 (repetition) ϫ 2 (voice relationship) conditions, the remainder being filler trials. One quiet trial and an accompanied trial were presented initially as practice trials. Figure 8 shows recall performance in the accompanied conditions; Figure 8a shows the mean data for the voice-mismatch condition, and Figure 8b shows the mean data in the voice-match condition. Likewise, Figures 9a and 9b show the equivalent voice relationship conditions in the quiet conditions. On inspection of Figure 8 , there is evidence that positive priming was produced when there was a mismatch in the voice conveying the two presentations of the repeated sequence and that NP emerged when there was a match in voice, at least for the early portion of the serial position curve.
Results
In the quiet conditions, the pattern is less clear-cut: There is little evidence of any systematic difference between the repetition and neutral conditions across the eight serial positions in the voicemismatch condition. However, there is evidence for positive priming in the voice-match condition.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of accompaniment, F(1, 15) ϭ 71.93, MSE ϭ 279.73, p Ͻ .001, and serial position, F(7, 105) ϭ 41.13, MSE ϭ 311.59, p Ͻ .001. There was also a main effect of voice relationship, F(1, 15) ϭ 10.99, MSE ϭ 48.12, p Ͻ .005. The main effect of repetition was not significant; however, the interaction between accompaniment, repetition, and voice relationship was significant, F(1, 15) ϭ 6.24, MSE ϭ 64.72, p Ͻ .025.
The main effect of voice relationship emerged as a result of performance being better overall in the voice-match conditions. In these conditions, of course, the voice that conveyed the TBR sequence was different to that which conveyed the TBR sequence on the previous trial (the match in voice occurred across from irrelevant to TBR sequences). Thus, an improvement of performance was apparent when there was an alternation in the voice conveying the TBR sequence across trials. Because this effect emerged in the quiet as well as in the accompanied conditions, the effect could not be due to a mismatch in the voice conveying the irrelevant sequence across successive trials.
Further analyses confirmed that there was an interaction between repetition and voice relationship in the accompanied conditions, F(1, 15) ϭ 6.71, MSE ϭ 64.99, p Ͻ .02. Within the accompanied conditions, the positive priming in the voice-mismatch condition was reliable, F(1, 15) ϭ 7.09, MSE ϭ 3.71, p Ͻ .02. At first glance, it appears that this positive priming effect was due to poor performance in the neutral condition as opposed to good performance in the repetition condition (because the level of performance in the repetition condition is very similar to that in the accompanied voice-match repetition condition; see Figure 8b ). However, note that in the voice-mismatch condition, performance would have been lower generally due to having the TBR sequence conveyed in the same voice as the previous TBR. Thus, the positive priming may indeed be the result of the repetition facilitating performance (i.e., the advantage provided by the repetition offsets the disruptive effect of having the same voice convey the TBR sequence across trials). The NP effect in the voice-match condition was also reliable but only for the first half of the serial position curve (positions 1 to 4), F(1, 15) ϭ 6.84, MSE ϭ 2.02, p Ͻ .02, and not for the second (positions 5 to 8), F Ͻ 1.
The interaction between repetition and voice relationship in the quiet conditions only approached significance ( p Ͻ .165). The clear trend, however, is for positive priming to emerge in the voice-match condition, whereas there is no systematic effect evident in the voice-mismatch condition.
Discussion
The critical result in Experiment 4 was that NP was observed in the accompanied conditions (albeit only for the first half of the serial position curve) only when there was a match in the voice conveying the two presentations of the critical sequence. Indeed, positive priming emerged when there was a voice mismatch. That the NP effect in the accompanied voice-match condition was reliable only for early items may be due to the fact that with immediate (as opposed to delayed) recall of auditory lists, only recall of the first few items was heavily dependent on the rehearsal process, with recall of the last few items being mediated by recall from auditory sensory memory (see, e.g., Cowan, 1995) , which may not be so sensitive to interference from previous processing episodes. The absence of NP in the quiet conditions (or trend toward positive priming in the quiet voice-match condition) is broadly consistent with the results of Experiment 1. However, our focus for the remainder of this section is on the interaction within the accompanied conditions that directly contradicts the prediction based on the selection-feature mismatch account of NP, namely, that NP should only arise when there was a mismatch in voice (for a recent result that is also inconsistent with this account, see Buchner & Steffens, 2001) .
The nature of the interaction in the accompanied conditions is a surprising result because the selection-feature mismatch manipulation appears to have had the opposite impact to that which it has in previous studies (e.g., MacCleod et al., 2002; MacDonald & Joordens, 2000) . Even in those studies in which NP has been found despite a selection-feature match, the NP effect has sometimes been attenuated by such a manipulation (e.g., Tipper & Cranston, 1985; Tipper et al., 1995, Experiment 3) , and to our knowledge there has never been a case in which a selection-feature match has reversed the NP effect to positive priming as was the case in Experiment 4. Thus, one possibility is that selection-feature mismatches do play a role in the standard NP effect but that some aspect of the novel procedure used in the present study reversed that role. Reinforcing the notion that the selection-feature manipulation had a very different impact in the present context was the finding that a switch in the voice conveying the TBR sequence across trials produced an advantage to recall, whereas in previous NP studies a switch in the selection criterion typically incurs an RT cost (e.g., MacDonald & Joordens, 2000; Tipper & Cranston, 1985 ; but see Buchner & Steffens, 2001 , for a switch benefit in an auditory NP task).
One factor that might have mediated this reversal in the impact of the selection-feature manipulation is that the task in the present study was serial recall rather than a relatively simple naming or categorization task with no serial memory component (such as typically used in the standard NP research) and which emphasizes speed as much as accuracy. Consistent with this, Parmentier, Andres, and Jones (2000) found that a cross-trial switch in which dimension of the stimuli that was to be serially recalled (e.g., location or verbal identity of a sequence of visuospatial stimuli) produced a benefit to recall under some conditions. This finding is again in stark contrast to the wider task-switching literature that typically reports a switch cost (e.g., Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Rogers & Monsell, 1995) . It is interesting to note that taskswitching research has also traditionally used relatively simple RT-based tasks. However, it is unclear at present why serial recall performance does not follow the same pattern as simpler RT-based tasks under task-switching or selection-feature-switching conditions.
Turning to the possible role for an inhibition mechanism, the results of Experiment 4 are not entirely in line with the predictions of the inhibition account. On the simplest interpretation of this account, NP should have been evident in the accompanied voicemismatch condition as well as in the accompanied voice-match condition. To reconcile the results with this account, one could suggest that in this context the mismatch in voice demoted the likelihood of retrieving the inhibitory state associated with the previously registered order information (see Tipper, 2001 ). However, three further assumptions would have to be added. First, it would have to be assumed that the first encounter with the sequence temporarily increases the transitional probabilities between its component elements at some abstract, amodal level, and that retrieval of the same abstract transitional information during the second encounter with the sequence facilitates rehearsal and therefore recall. The second assumption is that inhibition is selectively tied to the physical (or acoustic) aspects of the to-be-repeated sequence. Hence, the inhibitory state may not be retrieved when there is a salient change in the physical quality of the second presentation of the sequence, hence the absence of NP. However, positive priming may still be produced because of the abstractlevel increase in the transitional probabilities within the sequence.
The third assumption is that in the cross-modal version of the design (Experiments 1 to 3) the mismatch in terms of sensory modalities is not physically salient enough to demote retrieval of inhibitory states. That is, in this design, the repetition of the sequence is in a sense indirect; the functionally critical repetition may not be between an auditory sequence and a subsequent visual sequence but rather between an auditory sequence and the covert articulation of that sequence when it is to be recalled on the next trial. Thus, unlike in the voice-mismatch condition in Experiment 4, in the cross-modal version there is in effect no overt physical mismatch across the two critical occurrences of the repeated sequence, retrieval of the inhibition associated with the repeated sequence is not precluded, hence NP was produced. Nevertheless, this explanation of the interaction produced in Experiment 4 is highly speculative, and we concur with Tipper's (2001) suggestion that one focus of future NP research should be on delineating those factors that modulate the likelihood of retrieving inhibited representations.
General Discussion
The present series of experiments established a new phenomenon: A sequence of to-be-ignored auditory events, by virtue of their particular order, not their individual identities per se, nega-tively primed the serial recall of the same sequence of events presented visually on the subsequent trial (Experiments 1 and 2). However, whether or not this NP effect emerged was influenced by two factors. First, the repeated TBR sequence had to be accompanied by further irrelevant material (Experiments 1 and 4; Milliken et al., 1998; Tipper & Cranston, 1985) unless the to-berepeated irrelevant sequence received some attentional processing (Experiment 3). Second, contextual dissimilarity across the repetition of the critical sequence may have played a role in blocking the effect under some conditions (Experiments 2 and 4; Neill, 1997; Tipper, 2001) . It was suggested that both the inhibition account (at least one that incorporates a role for automatic retrieval processes; Tipper, 2001 ) and the selection-feature mismatch account (MacDonald & Joordens, 2000) provided plausible explanations for most of the findings across Experiments 1 to 3, although the NP effect in the quiet conditions in Experiment 3 seemed most problematic for the latter account. In addition, the nature of the interaction between the Repetition and the Voice Relationship factors in the accompanied conditions in Experiment 4 suggested that if selection-feature mismatches played a role, it appears to be a different one to that observed in the standard NP literature. The precise reason for this disparity is unclear at present, but it may have been mediated by the fact that the task in the present study was serial recall, which does not emphasize speed as do the tasks typically used in NP research. In contrast, it was suggested that the inhibition account of NP could account for the results of Experiment 4, albeit with further assumptions regarding the rather different impact of the voice-mismatch manipulation in this context. We now turn to discuss the general implications of the present results in terms of the priming effects per se and in terms of the negative direction of the effects in particular.
Evidence for Preattentive Seriation
The first aspect of the results that deserves independent discussion is that the very presence of priming effects in this context (regardless of their direction) provides strong evidence that the order of auditory events is registered despite their being unattended. It is clear that the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 4 contradict Kidd and Greenwald's (1988) null effect and their conclusion that order information is not encoded in the absence of attention. That the order of auditory events is preattentively encoded has a number of implications. First, such a notion concurs with recent work on language acquisition (Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996; Saffran et al., 1997) . The most notable finding from this work to date, as far as the issue of preattentive seriation is concerned, is that both adults and children have been found to be sensitive to the transitional probabilities within an artificial language despite the fact they were attentively engaged in another task (Saffran et al., 1997) . This implies that the mere presence of speech in an infant's environment may be informing the infant about the structure of its native language. To the extent that accurate order encoding must be a prerequisite for effective exploitation of sequential probabilities, such a capacity is clearly implicated in language acquisition.
However, preattentive order encoding can also incur a cost. One impetus for the present study was that preattentive auditory seriation appears to be a necessary assumption when accounting for the way in which irrelevant changing-state sound interferes with serial short-term memory (STM) processing (e.g., . The present results support this critical assumption. Thus, although preattentive seriation may play an invaluable role in language acquisition (and possibly in speech perception generally), it also exerts a disruptive influence on central STM processes that also call for the encoding and maintenance of order (Jones, 1999) . This of course reflects a general characteristic of selective attention, namely, that the permeable nature of attentional selection brings both indispensable benefits and an unavoidable cost. The benefits of processing unattended information to some degree are that (a) currently unselected information can capture attention if it is deemed potentially more relevant than currently selected information (see, e.g., Cowan, 1995) , and (b) information that remains unattended (i.e., does not capture attention) may nevertheless still be used adaptively (e.g., Saffran et al., 1997) . The cost, however, seems to be that when effective use of the currently selected information calls on the same type of process as can be applied to the currently irrelevant information (in the case of serial memory tasks, that process is seriation), then a clash can occur, again operating below the threshold of attentional capture, hence damaging performance of the primary task.
The notion of preattentive seriation may also have implications for the modeling of serial order. The changing-state account is embodied within a broader model of STM called the objectoriented episodic record (O-OER) model (Jones, 1993; Jones et al., 1996) , which essentially espouses a chaining approach to serial memory in which the order of events within a coherent stream is encoded through item-item associations (see also Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989; Murdock, 1995) . The chaining approach to STM has received much criticism (e.g., Henson, Norris, Page, & Baddeley, 1996; Lashley, 1951) , and consequently several nonchaining models of serial memory have been proposed (e.g., Brown, Preece, & Hulme, 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998; Page & Norris, 1998) . Although the goal of the present study was not to adjudicate between different accounts of serial order encoding, it is worth noting that the finding that serial order can be registered preattentively may pose problems for some extant models and constrain future modeling. That perceptual and memorial processes are inextricably intertwined is an axiomatic feature of the O-OER model. On this model, serial rehearsal is akin to a process of deliberately revivifying the order cues formed initially as the by-product of perceptual processes. Disruption of this process by changing-state irrelevant sound is explained by the formation of further order cues, a by-product of the perception of change between the successive sound events. In contrast, most other models conceive of serial memory performance as being divorced from the manner in which the events in question were perceived and organized. For example, in Henson's (1998) start-end model of serial recall, perceptual organization plays no explicit role in the serial ordering of incoming events: "Tokens in short-term memory are unordered; their ordering occurs during recall" (p. 85). Inasmuch as explicit recall is a deliberate, attentionally demanding process, such a model, and indeed any model of serial order that fails to give perceptual organizational processes a primary role in serial memory, is ill-equipped to accommodate the phenomenon of preattentive seriation.
Inhibition of Order?
The second aspect of the results that deserves discussion is the negative direction of some of the priming effects observed. If inhibition of unattended information played a role in these effects, it begs the question of what particular aspect of the irrelevant material may have been subject to inhibition. To account for the unpredicted interaction in the accompanied conditions in Experiment 4, we proposed that inhibition may be tied to some acoustic rather than abstract aspect of the to-be-repeated sequence. One candidate might be the particular acoustic transitions marking the boundaries between the auditory digits. Thus, if three was followed by five in a to-be-ignored sequence, the link between the association between the end of the sound "three" and the beginning of the sound "five" and response mechanisms is inhibited. If the same transition figures in the next TBR sequence, then unless (a) the inhibition mechanism can be successfully disengaged or (b) there is a contextual dissimilarity across the repetition of the critical sequence, NP will be produced. The notion that the inhibition acts selectively on the order information at an acoustic level resonates with the idea that inhibition is only associated with the dimension of the irrelevant material that competes given the particular behavioral goal of the primary task (Tipper, Weaver, & Houghton, 1994) . That is, given the argument that it is the presence of acoustic transitions that is the key factor in how irrelevant sound disrupts serial recall (Jones, 1999) , the suggestion that inhibition acts selectively on this dimension of the irrelevant sound appears to concur with the selective inhibition hypothesis. Thus, inhibition in this context may serve to temporarily counteract (albeit imperfectly) the formation of associations between irrelevant auditory events so as to mediate relatively more effective rehearsal of the relevant order information.
However, the foregoing implies that the crucial aspects of the to-be-repeated sequence, as far as producing an NP effect is concerned, are the particular sounds giving rise to the associational cues, whereas the key factor in the basic irrelevant sound effect is deemed to be the mere presence and salience of these cues (e.g., Tremblay & Jones, 1998) . That is, even if the transition between "two" and "five" generates as salient an order cue as that between "three" and "five" as far as inducing a basic irrelevant sound effect is concerned, the unique aspect of the transition between "three" and "five" that differentiates it from that between "two" and "five" must be registered for the association between three and five to be primed on the next trial. Indeed, it also seems that this level of analysis must be achieved to account for the results of Saffran et al. (1997) discussed earlier.
Moreover, it was proposed earlier that the order information must have been registered also at a more abstract, nonphysical level to produce some of the positive priming effects observed. Indeed, if this is the case, then the priming manipulation used in the present study may provide a more sensitive index of the degree to which irrelevant events are processed in this setting than the basic irrelevant sound paradigm. Indeed, this possibility echoes Driver and Tipper's (1989) observation that the cross-trial nature of the NP procedure means that it has the sensitivity to reveal that unattended information may often undergo more extensive processing than is evident when only concurrent interference effects are considered (i.e., within-trial interference such as in the typical irrelevant sound paradigm).
In conclusion, the present results provide converging and somewhat more direct evidence that auditory order encoding can proceed in the absence of attention. Moreover, the NP effects may reflect the inhibition of response competition from auditory associations generated by changing-state irrelevant sound. However, given the unprecedented impact of selection-feature mismatching observed in Experiment 4, further research will be required to determine what kind of role selection-feature mismatches may play in this novel variant of the NP effect.
